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JERICHO MARCH
WHEN THE WALLS COME DOWN
THE EVIL INSIDE IS EXPOSED
IS A JERICHO MARCH JUST SOME
KIND OF RELIGIOUS RITUAL PEOPLE
EMBARK UPON — OR CAN IT TRULY
RELEASE SPIRITUAL POWER AND
VICTORY IN THE ATMOSPHERE?
If you are like me you have probably
participated in at least a few Jericho
Marches — and I have been in many —
marching around the outside of my big
Revival Tent or marching around inside
the tent or in numerous church
campaigns — which can make for quite
a rousing time and occasionally lead to
tremendous breakthroughs in the Spirit
Realm and a release of Great Miracles.
But the ecstatic Spirit-Inspired Journey
around Parliament Hill in our nation’s
Capital was undoubtedly the greatest
Jericho March I have ever taken part
in — and even if we did not see the
immediate e ect — I believe the impact
of that march around Parliament Hill
shall be felt in our nation for a long time!
But there are some erroneous concepts
about what a Jericho March actually
entails — or what it can accomplish —
as it is does not necessitate automatic
victory — in fact when the spiritual walls
come down the rst thing that happens
is the exposure of what is behind
those once-thought impenetrable
walls — and then the real battle begins
with a fury as the myriad of evil spirits
and giant forces of darkness once hid
from view become clearly exposed!
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And so I believe it was on the seventh
day when we marched the seventh time
around Parliament Hill and the shofars
and Big Rig Airhorns began to blow!

As we all know — God had delivered His people out
from under 400 years of Egyptian bondage — and
Moses the Deliverer who had led the people of God
through the Exodus and the 40 years of wilderness
wanderings had died on Mount Nebo on the eastern
side of the Jordan River — in sight of the Promised
Land without ever entering in — at which time God
raised up His right-hand man named Joshua to lead
the people of God into the Promised Land.
And the rst city they encountered was Jericho — the
Great Walled City just across the Jordan River —
which was actually lled with formidable giants — but
God would deliver the city into the hands of His
people in a way which would truly show His awesome
power — by which God Himself would solidify the
eternal fact that “The Battle Is The Lord’s” 2
Chronicles 11:15 — and that — “the Weapons of our
Warfare are not carnal but mighty through God to
the pulling down of strongholds!” 2 Corinthians 10:4
And much like Joshua of old — it was a lady named
Benita Pederson from Medicine Hat Alberta whom
God instructed to organize and lead a 7-day Jericho
March around the Parliament Buildings in Ottawa —
which took place during the third week of the historic
3-week-long Trucker’s Freedom Rally held at the
Capital — which is the political stronghold of Canada.

Benita Pederson preparing the crowd to march for Freedom

And the crowd is o with shouts of Freedom and Victory

We started out from the Parliament Grounds — which
had already been fenced o a few nights earlier as our
increasingly dictatorial leader Trudeau had shocked
everyone by instituting the Emergency Act for the
rst time ever in the history of our nation — which Act
had replaced the original War Measures Act — which
meant our Prime Minister had basically declared
Martial Law against a perfectly peaceful protest as a
means of trying to protect his own severely shattered
global image and position — and there were swarms
of police already in the city and this day they were
menacingly lined up and down the streets — even
though to this point the police had been very peaceful
with many supportive of the cause of the peaceful
protestors — but that was about to quickly change!
With 2,000 more police brought into the city to add to
the thousands already on hand — many had actually
expected the brutal and totally unnecessary
CRACKDOWN to happen sooner — but God had a
plan which would unfold according to His purpose —
and the JERICHO MARCH still had to reach its
seventh day — and this was it — the Grand Finale!
And so we headed east past the main stage rally area
and down Wellington Street — lined with patrols of
police — but the nal and most important lap of the
Jericho March was underway — and there was a
joyous sense of liberty along with the ubiquitous
shouts of Freedom Freedom which had resounded
throughout the inner sanctum of the Capital for the
last three weeks solid — and the shouts were loud
and clear as we marched along with God at the helm.

Anywhere from a handful at the beginning to a few
hundred people followed the biblical prototype and
marched around the Parliament Grounds for six days
in a row — and then on the seventh day — February
17th — a few started very early in the morning and
marched around six times — until at 12:00 noon there
were almost 1,000 people who joined in — including
me — to do the nal and victorious 7th lap around.
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And what a joyous Spirit-Empowered time it was as
almost everyone could sense the divine energy and
tangible presence of God which seemed to settle like
an invisible cloud of glory over the entire entourage.
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But before we dive into the story of the Ottawa
Jericho March let’s hop back in time to about 1400
BC — approximately 3,420 years ago — to the place
where one of the strangest yet most profound battles
ever to be fought took place — the Battle of Jericho!

Wellington Street was already lined with myriads of police

The crowd led out shouting praise amidst 100’s of cameras

Lots of patriotic Canada ags passing by the War Memorial

One can only imagine what Joshua and his entourage
of at least half a million ghting men must have felt
like as they marched around Jericho — especially with
the priests blowing trumpets all the way around the
walled city — and the Ark of the Covenant with them
which symbolized and embodied or carried the very
Glory and Presence of the Living God in their midst.

And so it would be that day in Ottawa — as what may
have appeared to be a very foolish or somewhat
meaningless act — resulted in a deep assurance that
the march around those majestic looking Parliament
Buildings would indeed bring the victory — even if we
(or perhaps I should say — even though I) did not yet
know exactly what that victory would look like.

And that Divine Presence was coupled with the
assured knowledge that God had rmly declared —
“See! I have given Jericho into your hand, its King,
and the Mighty Men of Valour.” Joshua 6:2

But in simple obedience to the prompting of God’s
Spirit and as a type of reenactment of the ancient
Bible story — we headed down Wellington Street and
then passed by the solemnly silhouetted sculpture of
the War Memorial and the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier — those who had so sacri cially fought for our
freedoms — before dropping down the stairs into the
huge underground tunnel leading beneath the street.

And so it felt for all the believers this day — as the
Bible states — “All the promises of God are Yea and
Amen, to the glory of God through us.” 2 Cor. 1:20
And we know that “God is not a man that He should
lie — nor is He the son of man that He should repent”
Numbers 23:19 — or as I love to preach — God is not
a POLITICIAN that He should lie, deceive or cheat to
court your vote — nor does He get political amnesia
the moment after being elected and intentionally
forget what He promised in his campaign platform —
nor does He despise or spurn the very people He has
made a sworn promise to protect and care for!
But the principle point is — God had clearly and
unequivocally told Joshua before he ever began that
memorable march — “SEE — the City is IN YOUR
HAND” — for God had already promised them victory
— if they would simply do what the Lord instructed
and let Him bring the victory in His own way!
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The rst leg of journey took us down under the main street

Then as the people kept pouring into that cavernous
passageway beneath the city the entire crowd
regrouped before breaking out into several stanzas of
our National Anthem.
“O Canada, our home and native land,
True Patriot Love in all thy son’s command,
With glowing hearts we see thee rise, the true
North strong and free,
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee!”
And then my most favourite line of the entire anthem
— “Ruler Supreme, Who hearest humble prayer,
Hold our dominion within Thy loving care” — which
had never seemed more appropriate to sing than it did
that day we marched around the Capital in Jesus
Mighty Name!

The marchers still pouring in as we started singing O Canada

And then we came out on the eastern side of Parliament Hill

From there the journey led us down to the great Ottawa River

In many places the pathway became quite
treacherous with wet slippery ice and deep slush as it
began to rain — but instead of slowing down and
playing it safe — I began to run like a 19-year old
back and forth from the front of the crowd to the back
taking video clips and even managed to work in
several stops to preach and pray as the presence of
God became stronger and stronger — and with
tears of joy and praise often running from my eyes — I
knew with great certainty that God was truly in this
Jericho March for Freedom — and the anointing of the
precious Holy Spirit kept growing in intensity!

Slipping and sliding down the icy path — the crowd of
marchers stretched out down to the bank of the river
before turning westward — with plenty of patriotic red
and white Canadian ags emblazoned with our big
beautiful red Maple Leaf in the middle — waving
steadily through the crisp winter air as symbols and
signs of everyone’s deep love for Canada and our
combined commitment to this great nation.

I wondered how much the Israelites of old had sensed
His Divine Presence as they marched around that
great walled city — or did most of them even
understand to what degree or magnitude the power
and presence of the Almighty was in that Sacred Box
they carried — just like so many Christians have so
little concept of who it is that is actually resident and
abiding within their eshly temples!
But at the moment those questions meant little to me
— for I could feel His overwhelming presence within
and upon me — and with over 45 years experience in
ministry that was all that really mattered — for I have
well learned that when God’s Spirit and Presence is so
tangibly felt — something good is about to happen!
And so we came out of the tunnel rejoicing and then
headed down the slope on the northeastern side of
the massive hill upon which the Parliament buildings
sit — and on down to the Ottawa River just past the
point where the Rideau River dumps into it.
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The joyful crowd slipping and sliding down the icy pathway

About that time one fellow broke out in a familiar old
Revivalist tune — with whom I readily joined in as the
words seemed so rich and appropriate to the heartfelt
dedication of these many Jericho Marchers united for
God and Freedom — “I Have Decided To Follow
Jesus — No Turning Back — No Turning Back —
Though None Go With Me Still I Will Follow — No
Turning Back — No Turning Back!”
In the distance loomed the big steel bridge which led
to the city of Gatineau in La Belle Province De
Quebec on the other side of the river — and despite
the fact that Trudeau and the police had that bridge
closed o from day one there were still multiplied
thousands of precious Quebecois who crossed over
every day to participate in the rally — and this day was
no exception as many joined the March for Freedom.
All people of all backgrounds wonderfully united in
love for each other and love for country and with one
common goal and earnest prayer — Lord keep our
land — this wonderful country — glorious and free —
and even as I ran back and forth past the marchers I
could hear the many God Bless You’s and Hallelujahs!

With the big steel bridge that crosses over to Quebec behind

Working our way down the north side behind Parliament Hill

It was on this lengthy stretch along the Ottawa River
that I suddenly felt prompted to stop and preach a
little more about Joshua and God’s explicit
instructions on how to take the city God’s Way by
simply marching around Jericho and blowing some
horns and trumpets — as the scripture states.

Then God nished His instructions to Joshua — “But
the seventh day you shall march around the city seven
times, and the priests shall blow the trumpets. It shall
come to pass, when they make a long blast with the
ram’s horn, and when you hear the sound of the
trumpet, that all the people shall shout with a great
shout; then THE WALL OF THE CITY WILL FALL
DOWN FLAT. And the people shall go up every man
straight before him.” Joshua 6:3-5

“You shall march around the city, all you Men of War;
you shall go all around the city once. This you shall do
six days. And seven priests shall bear seven trumpets
of rams’ horns before the Ark.”
Note that God called them all ‘Men of War’ — not
just a piddly pack of passive pablum-pumping Sunday
morning Pew Warmers with a “Sera Sera — whatever
will be will be” attitude — but rather mighty People of
God who knew how to gird on their spiritual weapons
and do real warfare in the Spirit Realm!
But how could they conquer such a great walled city
lled with formidable giants — and how could we
overcome much the same as our walled city appeared
to be lled with far too many politicized giants
clinging to what many would call demonic ideologies
and antichrist agendas — not to mention two years of
politically motivated lockdowns based on unscienti c
and inhumane measures which had already destroyed
far too many lives and people’s futures — including
many of the truckers in the Big Rigs parked above.
But we must never forget this one crucial point — as
God’s Spirit will never lead a true believer into any kind
of battle they cannot win — if they will simply put their
trust explicitly in the Lord of Lords!
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If God gave Joshua the victory — He will give us the victory
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Many spots to preach and pray as the anointing increased

By now my heart was truly pounding with excitement
— what would happen in the Spirit Realm when those
trumpets and airhorns began to blast — and the closer
we got to the nish line — the greater the excitement
was building — as I knew there could be little doubt
the stone hewn walls of Parliament would not be
coming down — but there would surely come a
cataclysmic crash in the spirit realm as the spiritual
walls surrounding our Capital came tumbling down!
Thus with ever increasing anticipation we pushed
forward through the next small tunnel and then a little
further along where we climbed up the long zigzag
staircase leading back up to the far westerly end of
Wellington Street.
With only several more blocks to go we waited for the
many stragglers to catch up — waving ags and
cheering — and then sang a few Gospel tunes
including Amazing Grace — “I once was lost but now
am found — was blind but now I see” — which grace
was what we knew every Canadian needed — and
which we prayed our politicians would also experience!

Back around to the far westerly end of Wellington Street

Past the Supreme Court of Canada — highest court in the land

Once back up to Wellington Street we worked our way
alongside the hundreds of Big Rig trucks which had
with much police assistance and prearranged
permission been legally, strategically and carefully
parked up and down the streets for the duration of the
protest — often stretching three to four rigs wide and
interspersed with little cook tents set up to supply the
truckers and to also generously feed all comers.

Our route would take us directly past the Supreme
Court of Canada — the highest court in the land —
the judicial structure and institution where all major
legal cases concerning the welfare of our nation would
be decided — which no doubt will eventually include
many of the already led cases along with many more
to come concerning the gross violations of Human
Rights and Freedoms which were about to shortly
take place — as the word was already out on the
streets that the Trudeau government was about to
unleash a violent crackdown on the peaceful protest.

And these dedicated truckers — many of whom had
driven thousands of miles at their own expense to
make a united statement to government of their
justi able concerns — had been the catalyst to what
many considered the largest and most peaceful
protest to ever take place in the land — and gave
expression to multiplied millions of Canadians who
had up to the point of this Freedom Rally felt entirely
hopeless with no viable voice against Big Government
Authoritarianism or such gross Political Overreach.

In fact, one could already feel a certain amount of
tension in the air — nevertheless the rich abiding
presence of God was far greater and spurred the
marchers ecstatically onward — past many more big
rigs and numerous happy truckers out on the street
who were by now cheering the Jericho March on to the
nish line.
And then we ran into my dear friends on the street —
Laura Lynn Thompson and Liz — and Laura Lynn
shouted out — Len Lindstrom — what do you think of
this — you look very excited — and I thrust both sts
in the air and shouted — “Something marvellous is
about to happen — the presence of God is so rich
and heavy — there’s Victory in the air — and the
walls of tyranny are coming down in Jesus Name —
and Revival is coming to Canada!”

Marching alongside the hundreds of Big Rigs in streets

Just a few more blocks of trucks to go before centre stage
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And like the tens or hundreds of thousands who joined
in the protest from all over Canada and from every
sector of life, culture and society — they were here
standing for the protection and future of their
children and grandchildren — standing against
tyranny and life-destroying medical mandates — and
standing for the reinstatement of their Charter
enshrined Rights and Freedoms to travel and to
assemble and their ability to make an honest much
deserved living — which government had maliciously
taken away with their ever encroaching Mandates and
heavy-handed freshly-concocted Rules.
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Singing Amazing Grace as the marchers gather for the last leg

From there it was only another 100 feet to the stage
and the waiting crowd — so now it was Show Time!

Back in front of the Parliament buildings — the home stretch

Laura Lynn Thompson and Liz met us with a shout of praise

Brother Michael and daughter Jessy marching hard for Jesus

And then it was up on the centre stage again along
with a few other key people as the crowd rushed in to
be part of the Grande Finale — and the shout that
would surely bring the Walls of Tyranny down.

With the ear-splitting thunderous blast of shofars and
truck horns along with the ecstatic shouts of praise —
it was quite easy to imagine the scene 4,320 years ago
— as the priests lifted high their traditional ram’s horns
and blew a victory blast which must have literally
shook the heavens — and we know it certainly shook
those formidable looking walls of Jericho.

And then it erupted — with every kind of ear-splitting
noise-blaster available — trumpets, shofars and
even a big tuba on stage — but by far the most
reverberating sound came from the hundreds of trucks
for blocks around as they all icked the switch on
their big rig airhorns and left them on with a blast
that carried on non-stop for somewhere between
15-17 minutes straight — and even then many did not
want to stop — for they knew that mighty blare of air
along with the shouts of the thousands gathered that
Thursday afternoon — something was truly shaking —
and something was coming down in the spirit realm.
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Tubas, trumpets, shofars and Big Rig airhorns all blew loud
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FREEDOM — emblazoned on the trucks and hearts of all

And no doubt the giant warriors inside had little idea
what these seemingly crazy Israelites were up to — at
least not until their mighty stone walls of defence and
protection suddenly came crashing down around them.
As the Bible states — “And it happened when the
people heard the sound of the trumpet, and the people
shouted with a great shout, that the wall fell down
at.” Joshua 6:20

Every truck for blocks around icked their airhorns on

Organizer Benita Pederson preparing the crowd for the shout

Pastor Hildebrandt delivering a short word after the airhorns

Song of victory with the Canadian ag held high on stage

And Brother Len shouting out fresh freedom for evangelism

But what would happen here on Parliament Hill —
could we expect the same kind of dynamic results
from our Jericho March — obviously not in the natural
or material realm — for as expected — when the horns
quit blowing the great stone and concrete walls of
our political stronghold were still standing.

And then it was my turn at the microphone as I
shouted out a short but I believe powerfully prophetic
word — “Hallelujah — My name is Len Lindstrom and I
have preached all over the world and seen almost 12
million people come to Jesus — but my Heart Aches
For Canada — we need to see salvation in Our Land!”

But deep in my spirit I knew something incredible had
happened — for God had heard the united cry of His
people for true freedom — and that cry was clearly
echoed in a few of the short speeches that followed.

“As we marched around these grounds today and then
we heard the sounds of the trumpets and we heard the
big horns of the truckers — I felt something break in
the Spirit Realm — and God is going to open the
Doors of Evangelism in our nation — it is time for
Canada to turn to Jesus — praise the Lord!”

First Sister Benita who had organized the march —
then Michael who had joined in and helped rally the
troops — then Pastor Lorraine Martin who literally
beamed as she shared the joy of the march — and
then Pastor Hildebrandt spoke for a few minutes on
the topic of government overreach and need of God.
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Shouts of Praise and Victory erupted from the crowd

“And I just want to say on behalf of God’s people and
behalf of all those who have prayed — this is a New
Day for Canada — something broke in the spirit realm

But as expected — the walls of our Capital remained standing

Out in the blizzard which hit only hours later on the same day

The Capital shrouded in fog and being pelted with crystal snow

Driving snow whistled sideways through the city core

Police were everywhere — preparing for the big Crackdown

today — the Walls of Oppression are coming down —
and the Walls of Resistance to the Gospel are
coming down — and the Glory of God is going to rise
in our land — for it is Revival Time in Canada — and
the hearts of people are ready to receive Jesus!”

blew in that evening with plunging temperatures, harsh
winds and driving snow — which blistering cold I
readily headed back out into for several more bonechilling hours — chatting with all the hearty souls who
remained after the evening’s dispersed crowd and
shooting video in the face-biting snow.

“So God bless you — and God send Revival to this
great nation of Canada in Jesus Mighty Name —
Hallelujah!”
That short but pointed message may well have been
the nal words spoken by a preacher on centre
stage at the Trucker Freedom Rally — for things were
about to dramatically change within a few hours.
As within the next couple of hours the weather took a
drastic change — as a huge winter blizzard suddenly
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Remembering those who fought for our national freedoms

During which time I shot my second spontaneous
video clip at the War Memorial in respect of those
brave souls who gave their lives for the freedoms we
have all so freely enjoyed for many years — the very
freedoms which were at stake — and I exhorted the
Church to rise up and count the cost — as the everincreasing abundance of police cars in every direction
up and down almost every street revealed that
something sinister was indeed brewing — and an evil
force was about to come down hard on the protestors!

And exhorting the Church to stand up for our freedom in Christ

Next morning — like a War Zone with Cops in full Riot Gear

Trudeau’s Thugs were turned loose on the Peaceful Protestors

Now watch the Chronology of Events as I witnessed
it occur rsthand — and the Lord impregnated the
signi cance of this order of happenings and their
intended conclusion clearly to my heart.

to further set up in many locations throughout the night
— preparing for what Trudeau had set in motion.

Two and a half weeks of sheer joy, love, unity, peace
and hope had already passed as the peaceful
protestors rejoiced in the streets without causing the
slightest bit of trouble, violence or crime — but their
presence and message severely irked our Prime
Minister who rather than have the decency or courtesy
to meet with the truckers — or at the very least to
send a government representative to speak with them
about their grievances — our illustrious leader chose
to arbitrarily invoke the Emergency Act on Monday,
February the 14th — which just so happened to be
Valentine’s Day — which made Martial Law Trudeau’s
little Love Gift to Canada for Valentines!

But multiplied thousands still managed to get into the
city centre only to be soon met with solid deep lines of
tough looking huge cops and cold steely-eyed SWAT
teams and hundreds of ready to rock and roll Riot
Police — many of whom were known to be itching for
the opportunity to bust as many heads as possible!
Which Trudeau’s Thugs would surely do as many
perfectly peaceful protestors ended up being severely
beaten — pepper sprayed — tear-gassed — shot with
rubber bullets — beat with the butts of ri es — kicked
and repeatedly kneed in the face, neck or back — and
one reporter even being intentionally targeted and
shot at close range with a tear gas canister.

2 Groups — 1 standing for Canada — 1 obeying the Dictator
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Nephilim-sized head-busters vs the Peace Loving Protestors
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But once that marvellous Spirit-anointed march was
over — everything changed fast — and the blizzard hit
the city while the much enlarged police force began

Plus the despicable act of running over and trampling a
dear old peace-loving lady who was a Mohawk clan
elder — and at the same time trampling a man with the
same monstrous sized horses — and many many more
merciless atrocities — all for what — simply because
they dared to peacefully ask an increasingly tyrannical
leader for their God-given right of freedom of choice!
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And 2,000 more police force were immediately brought
in — including the possibility that some of them were
huge hardcore specialized mercenary types from
somewhere else — so they could have easily
conducted their Crackdown several days earlier — but
as already stated — I rmly believe God wanted the
Jericho March to be completed before He would allow
anything to disrupt the peaceful protest — or to dispel
the real purpose of God in this entire exercise!

And then came that unforgettable Friday morning —
February 18th — as the myriad of people who began
pouring into the city were met with road blocks on
every street all the way back to the highway which
resulted in the majority of them being turned back —
and refused entrance at the threat of arrest.

Gas masks for Tear Gas — and Horses to trample people

Hundreds of police to push and beat the peaceful protestors

So how could God allow such a thing to happen —
after all — had we not just completed a Jericho March
— and did not that great anointed march around the
Capital mean those walls of oppression and tyranny
were supposed to come down — and that victory
would automatically come to all those who love peace
— and in answer to the many praying people of God!

But of even greater signi cance is the rst thing the
trumpet blast accomplished so long ago in the land of
Jericho — which was to REVEAL — or to BRING INTO
SIGHT — the formerly unseen giants of evil who
inhabited the city — who had long-time been hidden
from view by the high formidable looking walls.

Ah — perhaps we need to return to the biblical story of
Jericho and this time carefully discern and decipher
the actual order of events — both apparent and
implied — which took place that day so long ago.
For the Bible clearly states — “and the people shouted
with a great shout, and the Wall Fell Down at” — so
far so good — but it goes on to say — “THEN the
people WENT UP INTO THE CITY, every man straight
before him, and they took the city. And they utterly
destroyed all that was in the city…” Joshua 6:20-21
In other words — the trumpet blasts and the great
shouts brought the impenetrable walls down — but the
real battle was just about to begin — and the Israelites
now had to go up and take the city — much the same
as we have to exercise our God-given authority in
the Name of Jesus — and in a spiritual sense literally
take down the demonic corruption in the city and all
the evil in uences which have found their way therein!

And in like manner the rst thing the Jericho March
trumpet blasts did in Ottawa was to expose the
narcissistic and utterly despicable motives and
agendas of government — which was clearly ready
and willing to use mass force and extremely oppressive
measures against its own peace-loving citizens — like
a Gestapo Style Dictator — rather than simply sit down
and discuss their needs as any true leaders would do.
So there is no doubt the Jericho March accomplished
what it was supposed to — the spiritual walls did come
down — and multiplied millions of Canadians got a
clear birds-eye view of the corruption — self centred
sentiment and dictatorial agendas of our government
leaders — and now it is up to every true citizen to
continue peacefully protesting such tyrannical thugs in
power — and up to God’s people to pray, preach and
participate in the great Task of Evangelism — for there
can be no real or lasting peace without Jesus Christ!
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Within 2 days & many innocent injured — the city was locked up
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Many tried to reason with them — don’t you have family too
fl

So the fact that the spiritual walls were indeed brought
down does not mean the battle is over — in fact it is
just beginning — and now we need to walk out the
victory that is ours in Christ Jesus!

And as the last preacher to take the stage — the
prophetic word rings loud and clear — THE WALLS
OF RESISTANCE TO THE GOSPEL CAME DOWN —
IT IS NOW TIME FOR REVIVAL IN CANADA — AND
THE HEARTS OF MILLIONS ARE READY — BUT —
ARE YOU READY TO BE PART OF THIS REVIVAL !!!

THE WALLS OF RESISTANCE TO THE GOSPEL
HAVE COME DOWN

NOW IT’S REVIVAL TIME FOR CANADA

Let’s J n Togeth To Bring In The H vest
DEAR FRIEND & PARTNER IN THIS GREAT CANADIAN REVIVAL & HARVEST,
Once again — I am so thankful I was able to be in Ottawa and to contribute to such an
historical event for the Cause of FREEDOM and for the Cause of CHRIST — and to not only
preach to many thousands there — but I believe even much more important — to take part in
the Great Canadian Jericho March around the Capital grounds!
IT WAS TRULY A GOD APPOINTED EVENT — and I rmly believe something broke in the
Spirit Realm — and the walls of Tyranny and Oppression came down — and even if we cannot
visibly see it yet — the Impact of that March shall be felt in our nation for a long time!
And most importantly — I believe the Walls of Resistance to the Gospel came crashing
down — and it is now REVIVAL TIME IN CANADA — and I want to invite you to sincerely
pray and ask God what we can do together to bring in this Ripened Harvest — for the hearts of
millions of Canadians are now open and ready to receive Christ — we just need to reach out to
them with the Love and Power of God!
So please pray — and please do whatever you can to help — you may donate by…
1) Writing a CHECK and sending it to the ministry address below
2) E-TRANSFER and send a text with details to 1-250-300-8082
3) Or use CREDIT CARD by simply clicking this secure link: www.lenlindstromglobal.com/
give
Thank You and Now be Blessed and KNOW YOU ARE GREATLY LOVED!

Len Linds
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www.lenlindstromglobal.com
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REVIVAL

1-250-300-8082
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World Harvest Outreach Ministries Inc
32509 Verdon Way, Abbotsford BC
Canada V2T 7Y3
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THE WALLS ARE DOWN
NOW IT’S TIME FOR

